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Welders
Welders, you must listen attentively to the guide as you take your walking tour around
the dock. The guide will provide you with the answers to the first ten questions on
your outdoor quest. These 10 questions you will answer by yourself.
1. What T is the best known ship ever built here?
2. What E turned the propellers to drive the ship?
3. What M describes the voyage Titanic was on
when she sank?
4. What O was the name of Titanic’s best known
sister ship?
5. What P did the engines power to make the
ship move?
6. What S is the name of an area where ships
are built?
7. What H was created once the keel was laid
and the frames attached?
8. What O allows the water to escape from
the dock?
9. What P is the name given to the valves
which open to let the water into the dock?
10. What U was the boast made about
Titanic by her owners?
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Welders as a team...
Working as a team now, find the remaining answers mostly on the
Dry-Dock or in the Pump-House.
The letters at the end of each question indicates where you can find the answers;
PH Pump-House
DD the Dry-Dock
GK General Knowledge

11. What P is the nickname given to the master
desk which controlled the pumps? (PH)

12. Look at The War Memorial and find what U
is used to describe the plaque. (DD)

13. In the same place find out what S can be
used to describe Rosamund Praeger? (DD)

14. What O was Titanic crossing when
she struck an iceberg? (GK)

15. What N is the adjective used to describe
ships, sailors or architecture to do with
ships? (GK)

Now Welders, keep your answer sheets safe because you will need them
for another challenge ahead. All will be revealed when you reach the Studio.
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Riveters
Riveters, you must listen attentively to the guide as you take your walking tour around the
dock as he will provide you with the answers to the first ten questions on your outdoor
quest. These 10 questions you will answer by yourself.
1. What T is the name of the best known ship
ever built here?
2. What G is the huge structure erected to
allow cranes to move about?
3. What S is another name for the graving
or Dry-Dock?
4. What B is the name given to the ship that was
originally to be called Gigantic?
5. What I was the metal used in shipbuilding?
6. What H is the name given to the diver who
made sure the keel blocks in the Dry-Dock
had not moved?
7. What C, an old French word, is the name given
to the gate at the end of the Dry-Dock?
8. What P is the building built alongside
the Dry-Dock?
9. What L is used to describe the hull being
moved into the water for the first time?
10. What I caused Titanic to sink?
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Riveters as a team...
Working as a team now, find the remaining answers mostly on the
Dry-Dock or in the Pump-House.
The letters at the end of each question indicates where you can find the answers;
PH Pump-House
DD the Dry-Dock
GK General Knowledge
11. What I is one of the words used to describe
Pirrie, Ismay and Thompson? (PH)
12. What D was the first job William Pirrie did
when he joined Harland & Wolff? (PH)
13. What N is the type of architecture used to
describe the planning of Titanic, Olympic
and Britannic? (GK)
14. What I was the name of the chairman of the
White Star Line who sailed on Titanic? (PH)
15. At the War Memorial what U is used to
describe the terracotta sculpture? (DD)
16. What Y is the shortened name for the
area where ships are built? (GK)

Now Riveters, keep your answer sheets safe because you will need them
for another challenge ahead. All will be revealed when you reach the Studio.
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Joiners
Joiners, you must listen attentively to the guide as you take your walking tour around the
dock as he will provide you with the answers to the first ten questions on your outdoor
quest. These 10 questions you will answer by yourself.
1. What D is the name given to the area where
ships are brought to be painted etc?
2. What L goes after White Star in the name
of the company responsible for Titanic
and Olympic?
3. What R was used to help the caisson gate
move across into her underground casing?
4. What A is the shape where the penstock valves
opened to allowed the water to flow into the
Dry-Dock?
5. What F did Titanic have four of, only three
of which were functional?
6. What W was responsible for creating the
pressure which opened the caisson gate?
7. What N is the name given to the mark on the
dock wall which was created to house Titanic?
8. What A was the month in which Titanic
left the Dry-Dock?
9. What O was Titanic’s sister?
10. What F was used to describe Britannic when
Olympic was described as beloved and Titanic
was described as damned.
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Joiners as a team...
Working as a team now, find the remaining answers mostly on the
Dry-Dock or in the Pump-House.
The letters at the end of each question indicates where you can find the answers;
PH Pump-House
DD the Dry-Dock
GK General Knowledge

11. What H comes before accumulator when
talking about the huge concrete contraption
in the Pump-House? (PH)

12. What A is the dock beside the Pump-House
where the old warship is anchored? (DD)

13. What D was the job of William Pirrie when he
first came to work for Harland & Wolff? (PH)

14. What L is the name of the river on which
the shipyard is located? (GK)

15. Titanic, Olympic and Britannic are superb
examples of what N architecture? (GK)

Now Joiners, keep your answer sheets safe because you will need them
for another challenge ahead. All will be revealed when you reach the Studio.
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Painters
Painters, you must listen attentively to the guide as you take your walking tour around the
dock as he will provide you with the answers to the first ten questions on your outdoor
quest. These 10 questions you will answer by yourself.
1. What T is the best known ship ever built here?
2. What O is the name of one of Titanic’s
sister ships?
3. What P is used to empty the water from
the Dry-Dock?
4. What A in 1911 saw Titanic in the Dry-Dock?
5. What C is the device which was rotated
by water power to help haul ships into
the dock?
6. What L is the name of the river on which
the shipyard is situated?
7. What C was provided by the wood which
was placed on top of the keel blocks?		
8. What D is the more common name given
to the graving dock?
9. What A is the shape where the penstock valves
opened to allow water to flow into the Dry-Dock?
10. What N is the name given to the mark on the
dock wall which was created to house Titanic?
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Painters as a team...
Working a team now, find the remaining answers mostly on the
Dry-Dock or in the Pump-House.
The letters at the end of each question indicates where you can find the answers;
PH Pump-House
DD the Dry-Dock
GK General Knowledge

11. What I was the name of the chairman of the
White Star Line who sailed on Titanic? (PH)
12. What T is the name of the Harbour
Commissioner who gave his name to the
Pump-House? (PH)
13. What I is used to describe Ismay, Pirrie and
Thompson? (PH)
14. What M goes after 21 and before gallons
to tell the amount of water it takes to fill the
Dry-Dock? (DD)
15. What Y is the shortened name of the area
where ships are built? (GK)
16. Titanic and Olympic are amazing examples
of what N architecture? (GK)
17. What I caused Titanic to sink? (GK)
Now Painters, keep your answer sheets safe because you will need them
for another challenge ahead. All will be revealed when you reach the Studio.
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HARD-HAT DIVERs
Hard-Hat Divers, you must listen attentively to the guide as you take your walking tour
around the dock as he will provide you with the answers to the first ten questions on
your outdoor quest. These 10 questions you will answer by yourself.
1. What W is responsible for producing the
pressure which made the capstans rotate?
2. What T is the best known ship ever built in
this yard?
3. What L in the Dry-Dock is 850 feet?
4. What R were used to help the caisson gate
move into her underground housing?
5. What T are the little boats which helped bring
the ships into the Dry-Dock?
6. What vessel N was given to the caisson because
she was registered as a ship?
7. What H was the name of Wolff’s partner in
the yard?					
8. What R were used to attach the metal plates
to the frames of the ship?
9 What S is the area where ships are built?
10. What I caused Titanic to sink?
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HARD-HAT DIVERS as a team...
Working as a team now, find the remaining answers mostly on the
Dry-Dock or in the Pump-House.
The letters at the end of each question indicates where you can find the answers;
PH Pump-House
DD the Dry-Dock
GK General Knowledge

11. What E is the name of Frank Workman’s son in
whose memory the sculpture was erected? (DD)

12. What E is the power that took over in the
Pump-House in the 1950s? (PH)

13. What A comes after Hydraulic to describe
the huge concrete block used to
produce pressure? (PH)

14. What S was used to force the huge concrete
blocks to rise? (PH)

15. What I was the chairman of the White Star Line
who travelled on Titanic? (PH)

Now Hard-Hat Divers, keep your answer sheets safe because you will need
them for another challenge ahead. All will be revealed when you reach the Studio.

